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It is a much more difficult task to abandon an outdated or ill-founded
clinical entity chan it is to introduce a new one. Inïhis article, we calI into
question various aspectsof the semantic-pragmaticsyndrome or disorder
asdescribed by Rapin and Allen (1983), Bishop and Rosenbloom (1987)
and Bishop (1 989), and attempt to justify its elimination as an autonomous clinical condition. We will proceed wi[h a critical review of the
empirical and theoretical basesof this syndrome. We will then discussi[s
relationship to other neighbouring diagnostic conditions, autistic disorder, and particularly high-ful1ctioning autism and Asperger syndrome.
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Finally, we will question the relevance of its use in current clinical
practice. This critical review is prompted by the fact that semanticpragmatic syndrome is part of the diagnostic culture of various clinical
settings, despite serious disagreements regarding its validity and distinctiveness (Wing, 1988; Brook and Bowler, 1992; Lord and Rutter,
1994; Happé, 1995).
A brief

history

of the

semantic-pragmatic

syndrome

Over the past decades, the field of language acquisition and communication
disorders has witnessed the emergence of various clinicallabels
(Ajuriaguerra et al., 1958; Aram and Nation, 1975). These taxonomies developed parallel to the classifications issued with each successive edition of the
Diagnosticand StatisticalManual of Mental Disorders(DSM-III, DSM-III-R, DSM-IV:
American Psychiatric Association, 1983. 1987, 1994). Until DSM-IV,
children's verbal and communication
disorders were separated into two
groups: receptive and expressive. These classifications were derived from,
and therefore share the Saille limitations
as, the taxonomies of adultacquired aphasia formulated at the beginning of the century (for a review,
see Caplan, 1987). One ofthese shortcomings is the inability to account for
the heterogeneity of the symptomatology observed among individuals with
expressive
or receptivecommunication deficits. As a result, the DSM classifications are considered by many to be overly simplistic, as they fail to
recognize the variety of functional deficits in children with severe language
development and communication disorders (Rapin and Allen, 1983).
Fortunately, other taxonomies seem more concemed with acknowledging the diversity of this population's clinicat manifestations. Of these
classifications, the taxonomy of Rapin and Allen (1 983) has attracted the
greatest attention from clinicians and researchers, particularly in the United
States, England, Québec and France. We will focus here on one of Rapin's
six subtypes of developmentallanguage
disorders: the semantic-pragmatic
syndrome. This syndrome was originally proposed in order to acknowledge
the existence of a number of children whose verbal and communicational
deficits were perceived as the most severe form of dysphasia.
According to Rapin and Allen (1983, 1987) and Rapin (1995), the
clinicat picture of semantic-pragmatic syndrome is characterized primarily
by severe receptive deficits and by expressive deviations affecting the
semantic and pragmatic aspects of language and communication.
ln
children with this syndrome. the formai and structural aspects of language,
such as syntax, are weil preserved, and there are no deficits affecting
articulation. Expression is also characterized by poor conversational skills
with inappropriate
use of language (stereotyped utterances, incessant
38
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questioning). Expressive skills may be more advanced than comprehension abilities. Problems with comprehension concem various semantic
aspects of language.
The clinicat features (Rapin and Allen, 1983) and the neuropsychological profile of children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome (Shields et
al., 1996), however, bear a striking resemblance to those ofchildren with
autism. Thus, the validity of semantic-pragmatic syndrome as a developmental language disorder and as a distinct diagnostic concept from
high-functioning autism has been questioned since its introduction. Rapin
and Allen first referred to a 'semantic-pragmatic syndrome without
autism' (1983, p. 174). Later, Rapin and Allen (1987), Allen and Rapin
(1992) and Rapin (1995) suggested this syndrome be considered an
autonomous language and communicational syndrome that can be round
in a number of clinicat conditions such as hydrocephaly, developmental
language disorders and autism. Finally, these authors have favoured the
expression 'semantic-pragmatic deficit syndrome' to signify a group of
communication and language deficits more frequenùy round in autism
than in any other condition. At about the same time, Bishop (1989) and
Bishop and Rosenbloom (1987) described a clinicat entity marked by
language and communication impairments distinct from autism and
referred to it as 'semantic-pragmatic disorder'. For these authors, this
diagnosis applied to children with language deficits resembling those in
autism, but who presented an insuffrcient number of symptoms to be
diagnosed with autism under DSM-III-R.

Diagnostic criteria for semantic-pragmatic

syndrome

The identification of a clinical entity requires explicit and distinctive
diagnostic criteria. Only under these conditions can the proposed clinical
entity be empirically validated. This section will examine the various
problems posed by the defining criteria of semantic-pragmatic syndrome,
as weil as its supporting empirical basis.
The first problem is that the criteria used by Rapin and her colleagues
to define the semantic-pragmatic syndrome are more aetiological than
empirical. The 'semantic-pragmatic' label implies that its symptoms are
grouped on the basis of a supposed aetiology, the locus of which is a
semantic processing module, rather than on their clinical co-occurrence.
Although the principle of an aetiological syndrome is not a problem perse,
it still remains to be proven that a semantic deficit is indeed responsible for
the observed language symptoms. Moreover, for this argument to stand, it
must be demonstrated that the population concemed presents a semantic
deficit. Such a deficit, however, has not yet been evidenced in semantic~9
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pragmatic syndrome, nor has it been found in high-functioning

autism

(Tager-Flusberg, 1991).
Second, despite the fact that semantic-pragmatic syndrome was introduced in the literature more than 10 years ago and has attracted much
attention, its phenomenological features still stem solely from vague
clinical descriptions. This is particularly troublesome for the future of this
syndrome because, as we shall see later, the symptoms in semanticpragmatic syndrome overlap with those of high-functioning autism,
leaving the two clinical entlties to be distinguished solely by the number
and the severity of the clinical symptoms (Bishop, 1989).
Finally, the inclusive and exclusive criteria for semantic-pragmatic
syndrome are difficult to report unequivocally. More specifically, the
clinical picture of this syndrome remains imprecise over time and its
definition still surfers from a lackof uniformity among researchers.Table 1
gives the diagnostic criteria for semantic-pragmatic syndrome as extracted
from the descriptions of this clinical entity available in studies that have
investigated the syndrome over the years. As can be seen, it has evolved
from a developmental language disorder excluding autism (Rapin and
Allen, 1983), to a condition mutually non-exclusive of autism and of
developmental language disorder, and, finally, to a condition rarely
encountered separately from autism (Rapin and Allen, 1987; Allen andRapin,
1992).
Suffi flux is normal when a clinical entity is in the process of being
identified or isolated. However, after a period of debate, a list of clinical
symptoms is usually finalized and agreed upon by clinicians and researchers. The aim of this process is Dot to set in stone the description and
definition of a syndrome. On the contrary, changes are possible and occur
usually 011the basis of international consensus, as allowed for in the DSM
editions. The semantic-pragmatic syndrome could be considered to be at
the beginning of this process. By contrast, other recently introduced
clinical entities have already successfully completed the cycle. Asperger
syndrome, for example, went from an initial description (Asperger, 1944)
to a series of contradicting descriptions (Wing, 1991) before a closed
description ofits symptoms was finally recognized by DSM-IV. As we shall
attempt to show, the same, however, cannot be expected in the case of
semantic-pragmatic syndrome.

Empirical studies
The initial descriptions of semantic-pragmatic syndrome (Rapin and Allen,
1983; Bishop and Rosenbloom. 1987) were based on clinicat observations. ln two studies only (Allen and Rapin, 1992; Rapin and Allen, 1987).
40
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continued

Authors

Typeandpurpaseof
artide

Characteristics
symptams

Critenafar exdus;an

Bishop (1989)

Theoretical article on
the nosological status
of the semanticpragmatic disorder
relative to Asperger
syndrome and autism

Added characteristics ta Bishop and
Rosenbloom (1987):
Possible slight restricted repetitive and
stereotyped interests

Autism

Adams and
Bishop (1989)

Experimental article on Added characteristics to Bishop and
the comparison
Rosenbloom (1987):
betWeen children with
Higher rate of violation of turn-taking in
semantic-pragmatic
disorder and children
with other specilic

Autism

semantic-pragmatic disorder than other
specilic language impaired children

language impairment
Bishop and
Adams (1989)

Experimental article on Added characteristics to Rapin and Allen
the comparison
(1983. 1987). Bishop and Rosenbloom
betWeen children with
(1987):
semantic-pragmatic
disorder and children
with other specilic

Autism

Semantic-pragmatic children provide tao
little or tao much information to the
listener

language impairment
Allen and Rapin

Experimental article on cf. Rapin and Allen (1983. 1987). Allen et al.

Severe mental

(1992)

the prevalence of

deliciency

(1988)

semantic-pragmatic
syndrome in

Hearing loss
Cerebral palsy

developmental
language disorder and
autism
Bishop and
Adams (1992)

Experimental article on cf. Bishop and Adams (1989)
the comparison

Autism

betWeen children with
semantic-pragmatic
disorder and children
with other specilic
language impairment
Bishop et al.
( 1994)

Experimental article on Added characteristics to Rapin and Allen
the description of
(1983). Bishop and Rosenbloom (1987):
semantic-pragmatic
disorder

Autism

Tendency to initiate conversation more
frequently than normal contrai with a
familiar or unfamiliar adult

Shields et al.
(1996)

Experimental article on cf. Rapin and Allen (1987)
the comparison
betWeen children with
semantic-pragmatic
syndrome. other
developmental
language disorders. and
high-functioning autism
on neuropsychological
tests sensitive to leftright hemisphere
damage
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the impairments of semantic-pragmatic syndrome were empirically compared with those of its two closest categories, developmental language
disorders and autism. The aim was to determine the prevalence of
language and communication disorders characteristic of semantic-pragmatic syndrome at the boundaries of autism. To this end, two large
cohorts of children were compared, one meeting the diagnostic criteria for
developmentallanguage disorders without autism and the other meeting
criteria for bath autism and pervasive developmental disorders Dot
otherwise specified, as defined by DSM-III-R. Results indicated that a
higher percentage of children with autism presented a clinical picture
corresponding to that of semantic-pragmatic syndrome, compared with
children without autism (37 versus 23 percent, respectively). As we can
see, these findings failed to draw a clinical distinction between semanticpragmatic syndrome and autism, as they did Dot clearly distinguish
semantic-pragmatic syndrome in and outside the boundaries of autism.
Other studies (Adams and Bishop, 1989; Bishop and Adams, 1989; Sahlen
and Netdebladt, 1993; Bishop et al., 1994; Leinonen and Smith, 1994)
aimed to characterize the pragmatic communication impairments in
children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome. To this end, children with
this syndrome, children with other types of developmental language
disorders, and normal contrais were compared on the basis of their
performance on tasks evaluating pragmatic abilities. One distinctive
characteristic of children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome was their
tendency to produce conversational initiations with adults (Adams and
Bishop, 1989) more frequendy than either normal subjects or subjects
with developmentallanguage disorders.
Seyeral limitations may have tainted the results of these studies. For
one, the diagnoses for the aider children at the time of the study were
made retrospectively on the basis of their clinical files as per DSM-III and
DSM-III-R criteria (Rapin and Allen, 1987; Allen and Rapin, 1992). Such
retrospective diagnoses are risky, particularly given the numerous modifications that have occurred over recent years regarding the diagnostic
concept of autism. This is particularly the case with high-functioning
autism when it introduced a broader concept of the autistic condition. The
boundaries of developmentallanguage disorders and autism are difficult to
define, and certain children seem to present a mixed clinical picture
(Rutter, 1978). Furthermore, the complexity and the variability of the
array of clinical symptoms presented by young children with autism,
pervasive developmental disorders DOt otherwise specified, and developmental language disorders with severe receptive impairments make it
difficult to reach an adequate diagnosis. Given these facts, the comparability and homogeneity of the diagnoses made throughout these studies,
4-~
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notably those regarding subjects at the boundaries of autism, are questionable.
The most important objection that can be made about these studies
pertains to their conceptual and methodological framework. The principal
aim of these studies was to determine the relationship between semanticpragmatic syndrome on the one hand and autism and developmental
language disorders on the other. AlI possible sources of contamination
assotiated with the establishment of diagnoses should have been eliminated by setting strict a priori criteria for these two clinical entities.
Moreover, inter- and intra-judge reliability measureswould have ensured
that the a priori criteria were properly applied to the subject population.
Without such precautions, and by using retrospective diagnoses to
differentiate syndromes, authors fun the risk of falling into the trap of

circularity.

Relationship
between semantic-pragmatic
pervasive developmental
disorder

syndrome

and

The precedingsectionscali for a closer examination of the relationship
betweensemantic-pragmaticsyndromeand pervasivedevelopmentaldisorders. This section will examine: (a) the overlap between the clinicat
symptomsof autismand semantic-pragmaticsyndrome;(b) the aptnessof
grouping the languageand communicationsymptomsof high-functioning autism under one particular label; (c) the importanceof recognizing
the existenceof individuals of normal to near normal intelligence with
autism; and finally. ( d) the similarities between neuropsychological
profiles in high-functioningautism and semantic-pragmaticsyndrome.
Clinical overlap between semantic-pragmatic syndrome and highfunctioning autism
Autism is by faT the best defined andmost widely accepted of the pervasive
developmental disorders (Rutter and Schopler, 1992). DSM-IV recognizes
the existence of three areasof impairment under which the symptoms of
autism are grouped. These areas cover deficits in (a) reciprocal social
interactions, (b) communication and (c) imagination and interests. For
autism to be diagnosed, a minimum critical number of symptoms in each
of the three areasis required. These criteria provide a more or legs nuclear
definition of autism and enable us to make a distinction between autism
and neighbouring conditions (Asperger syndrome, pervasive developmental disorders not otherwise specified, developmentallanguage disorders).
Consequently, hypotheses may be formulated regarding the nature of the
44
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The hypothesis that semantic-pragmatic syndrome is a disorder specific to
language or communication cannot be supported at either a descriptive or
a theoretical level. Table 2 illustrates that children with this syndrome
present impairments in each of the three areas of impairment associated
with autism. For example. poverty of imaginative play (Bishop. 1989).
pOOl social skills and pOOl utilization of non-verbal communication are
listed as characteristics of the syndrome (Shields et al., 1996). These
characteristics go well beyond the initial proposal made by Rapin and
Allen (1983. 1987) and Allen and Rapin (1992). who strove primarily to
4.{
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TobIe 2 Shared characteristics
of autism and semantic-pragmatic
reference to the DSM-IV criteria
DSM-/Vcr;ter;a for autism

syndrome

in

Correspondingsymptomsfor semantic-pragmatic
syndrome in /iterature
Reciprocaland social interaction

1

Marked impairment in the use of non-verbal
behaviours

1 Possible failure to comprehend and produce
non-verbal cues'

2

Failure to develop peer relationships
appropriate to mentallevel

2

3

lack of spontaneous seeking to share
enjoyment. interests or achievement with
other people

4

lack of social or emotional reciprocity

4

Poor social skillsb

Inappropriate but quasi-normal social
behaviours'"

Communication
1

Delay in or totallack
spoken

of development

language (not accompanied

of

1

by

History

of delayed development"'"

Poor use of non-verbal

communication"

compensation)
2

ln individuals
impairment

with adequate

speech, marked

in the ability to initiate

2

or sustain

Inability

to engage and sustain a

communicative

a conversation

problem

understand
3

4

Stereotyped

and repetitive

idiosyncratic

language

lack of varied.

3

Comprehension

Inability to

non-literailanguage,.,.d.e

Stereotyped

and repetitive

use of

language..,.d.e

spontaneous

or social initiative
developmental

use of language or

conversation.

in conversation.

make-believe

play relative

play

4

to

Symbolic

representation

Poor imaginative

impairmentse

play'

level
Restricted repetitive and stereotyped behaviours. ;nterests and activ;ties

1

Encompassing
stereotyped
interest

preoccupation

with

and restricted

that is abnormal

1

patterns
in either

of

Possible slight restricted
stereotyped

repetitive

and

interests'"

intensity or

focus
2

3

Inflexible

adherence

functional

routines

Stereotyped

to specific.

non-

or rituals

and repetitive

motor

3

mannerisms
4

Persistent

obsessional
preoccupation

with parts of

abjects

aBishop and Rosenbloom
b Shields et al. (1996).
CBishop (1989).
d Rapin and Allen (1983).
.Allen and Rapin (1992).
f Lord and Rutter (1994).
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isolate semantic-pragmatic syndrome as a disorder of the language and
communication area. Consequently, this syndrome is a de factopervasive
developmental disorder that involves more than language and communication deficits. However, semantic-pragmatic syndrome has been
included in the developmentallanguage disorders family since it first made
ilS appearance in the scientific literature (Rapin and Allen, 1983). Bishop
(1989) is a staunch proponent of this view. She has suggested placing
autism, Asperger syndrome and semantic-pragmatic syndrome on a twodimensional continuum defined in one direction by meaningful verbal
communication and in the other by interests and social relationships.
Under this scenario, children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome present a
marked and isolated deficit in the verbal communication sphere with
preserved social abilities and an absence of marked restricted interests. The
opposite pattern has been observed in the majority of individuals with
Asperger syndrome. This population presents deficits in the social interaction area, restricted interests and a relatively spared communication area
(DSM-IV). Finally, the areas of verbal communication, social interactions
and restricted interests are simultaneously affected in children presenting a
clinical picture corresponding to autism.
From an experimental point of view, Bishop's proposaI could be
validated only if information on areas of impairments other than language
and communication were systematically documented and if these areas
were shown to be unaffected in children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome. Unfortunately, as Brook and Bowler (1 992) highlighted in a
review of studies of children with this syndrome, there is a lack of
systematic information on pre-verbal history, social functioning, imaginative activities and restricted interests in this population. The studies
conducted since that review (see Table 1) incur the saille criticism. The
semantic-pragmatic syndrome continues, therefore, to be primarily
defined and studied on the basis of these verbal communication alteralions, artificially reinforcing the notion that it is a syndrome specific to this
sphere.
From a theoretical perspective, we might believe that well-documented studies on semantic-pragmatic syndrome should probably reveal
alterations in socialization and imagination in this population. Autism has
indeed acquired the status of a 'syndrome' on the basis of the systematic
co-occurrence of impairments in the three areas of alterations (DSM-IV).
This strong co-occurrence has led to the assumpt,ion of a common
cognitive anomaly (or a set of anomalies) underlying the constellations of
impairments within these three areas. The co-occurrence of apparently
heterogeneous symptoms cannot be attributed to some unprincipled
random effect but could rather correspond to the clinical expression of a
47
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common cause in the three areasof impairments (Morton and Frith,
1994).
Semantic-pragmatic
intelligence

syndrome,

and

Asperger

Semantic-pragmatic
dren

with

formaI
rarely

with

normal

or superior

syndrome

syndrome

normal

autism

is a diagnosis

generally

attributed

to chil-

to quasi-normal

intelligence

and with

well-developed

language.

recently,

the diagnosis

of autism

and structural

given to individuals

Until

with

a normal

to superior

was

level of intelligence.

Semantic-pragmatic
syndrome appears, then, to have filled this very gap by
being used as a diagnosis for autistic patients with normal intelligence.
The
relationship

between

More specifically,
scales makes
autism

it possible

(Le Couteur

demonstrated

and intellectuallevel
of the symptoms

to discriminate

et al.,

1989;

has since been clarified.

retained

between

Lord

established

that the autistic

that individuals

in their autistic

symptoms

with

low-

symptoms

in current

mental

et al., 1989).

that the absence of an intellectual

does not entail
differ

autism

the nature

retardation

and

It has been

deficit

clearly

in an autistic

are minor.

patient

It was consequently

or high-functioning

(Yrmiya

diagnostic

et al., 1994).

autism

do not

It should also be noted

that there is currently no upper limit of intelligence in the diagnosisof autism in theDSM. The
diagnosis

of autism

for individuals

and well-developed
fore

no

longer

DSM-IV

language

be excluded.

are leaning

developmental

towards

deficits.

More

Hence,

and Asperger

widely

believed

in some clinical

postulating
(Rapin

and Allen,

syndrome
drome,

an initial
more

according

akin

syndrome
settings,

delay.

language

1983;

generally,

the DSM-IV

disorder

of a language

normal

to superior

communication

to high-functioning
criteria

made

criterion

by the

and global

used to differentiate

is not level of intelligence,

as is still

but the onset of the condition
for

it should

be noted

semantic-pragmatic

Bishop and Rosenbloom,

to the DSM-IV

can there-

of intelligence

Furthermore,

delay

intelligence,

deviations,

the decisions

the independence

autistic

the absence

with

with

autism

1987) would
than

and
that

syndrome
make fuis

to Asperger

syn-

for this condition.

A comparison of cognitive profiles in semantic-pragmatic
syndrome and high-functioning
autism

Differencesin the neuropsychologicalprofiles of children with semanticpragmatic syndromeand those with autismwould provide a sound basis
for distinct diagnosticstatus.ln this connection,.Bishop (1989) suggested
that children with symptomsof semantic-pragmaticsyndromecould be
distinguishedfrom thosewith Aspergersyndromeon the groundsof their
performanceprofile on the WeschlerIntelligenceScale(Weschler. 1974.
1981). The latter apparenùyobtain significanùy higher scores on the
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verbal scale than on the non-verbal or performance scale (Klin et al.,
1995), whereas children with semantic.,.pragmaticsyndrome, like other
developmentallanguage disorders subgroups, present the reverse dissociation. The literature so faT contains no information on the Weschler profile
of children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome. Moreover, some individuals with high-functioning autism present a cognitive profile similar to
that in developmental dysphasia (non-verbal intelligence quotient> verbal
intelligence quotient) and, therefore, distinct from that attributed here to
Asperger syndrome (non-verbal intelligence quotient < verbal intelligence
quotient) (Klin et al., 1995). Minshew et al. (1996) have recently shown
an unexpected variability among children with high-functioning autism
on their Weschler profiles, without significant differences between verbal
and non-verbal scales. Finally, Shields et al. (1996) compared children
with high-functioning autism and semantic-pragmatic syndrome on
batteries of neuropsychological tests. The results revealed striking similarities between both groups. These findings shed serious doubt on the
possibility of a distinction between semantic-pragmatic syndrome and
autism based on Weschler profiles and support the existence of cognitive
sirnilarities, other than language and communication, between the two
diagnoses.
ln summary, many factors militate in favour of the inclusion of
semantic-pragmatic syndrome in autistic disorder as defined in DSM-IV:
1 The documented symptoms of semantic-pragmatic syndrome and
those of autism clearly overlap.
2 Semantic-pragmatic syndrome cannot be isolated only on the basis of
an affected language and communication sphere. because it also
comprises symptoms of reciprocal social interaction, restricted interests and imaginative play.
3 The existence of individuals exhibiting autistic symptoms in the
language area but with other areas intact has not been demonstrated
4

5

empirically.
The cognitive profile proposed for children with semantic-pragmatic
syndrome is no different from that of children with high-functioning
autism.
Individuals with normal intelligence and superior language abil~tiesin
adulthood can be diagnosed with autism.

Semantic-pragmatic syndrome and dysfunctions of the right
hemisphere
Shields (1991) explored the possibility of semantic-pragmatic syndrome
being a disorder resulting from a dysfunction of the right hemisphere.
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According to this author, children with lesions to the right hemisphere
acquired early in life bear striking similarities to persans with right
cerebral lesions acquired at maturity (for a review, see ]oanette et al.,
1990) in terms of their communication,
cognitive and socio-affective
impairments. We shall now argue that this hypothesis cannot be used as a
reason to consider semantic-pragmatic syndrome as a distinct entity.
First, similarities in verbal communication deficits observed in persans
with brain lesions acquired at maturity and those present in individuals
with a developmental disorder, such as semantic-pragmatic
syndrome,
should not be considered as other than a surface resemblance. These
similarities do not constitute empirical evidence for a common cognitive
functional aetiology, let atone for a common anatomicallocalization
of the
deficits (Joanette et al., 1990).
Second, empirical evidence supporting an association between lesions
to the right hemisphere over the course of development and clinical
symptoms closely resembling those of autism cannot form the basis for
isolating such a right-hemisphere
developmental syndrome from autism.
The suggestion made by Shields (1991) favouring the existence of a righthemisphere dysfunction in children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome
should be recast as follows: developmental injury of the right hemisphere
constitutes one of many medical anomalies occasionally associated with
autism. Autism is associated with a large number of apparently heterogeneous neurobiological conditions (Rutter et al., 1994), including rubeola,
seizures, tuberous sclerosis and hydrocephalia. Therefore, it is Dot the
pathologiesassociated
with the autistic picture that male this syndromean entity. but the
high inter-classcorrelationamongits clinical symptoms.
Two aspects of the relationship between autism and neuropsychological deficits associated with right-hemisphere
lesions must also be
emphasized. First, the search for right-hemisphere
anomalies in autism is
legitimate, regardless of the interpretation
given to the causal status of
these anomalies. An association between the two has already been
demonstrated in a small number of cases with neuroimaging methodology
(McKelvey et al., 1995). Klin et al. (1995) showed a strong convergence
between Asperger syndrome and the non-verbal learning disabilities
syndrome that suggests a right-hemisphere
abnormality. However, the
authors failed to demonstrate these so-called right-hernisphere deficits in
high-functioning
autistic subjects, while Shields et al. (1996) observed
right-hernisphere
type deficits in children with semantic-pragmatic syndrome and high-functioning
autism. Second, it appears that the isolation
of clinicat pictures for right-hemisphere
patients may originate from a
failure to assess for autistic syndrome. This suggests that the isolation from
pervasive developmental disorders of right-hemisphere
deficit syndrome
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(Voeller, 1986), social emotional processing disorder (Manoach et al.,
1995) and non-verbal leaming disabilities syndrome (Rourke, 1989)
should perhaps be reconsidered under this aspect.

Use of semantic-pragmatic

syndrome

diagnosis

by clinicians

Semantic-pragmatic syndrome is frequenùy diagnosed by clinicians,
despite the controversy surrounding its definition. Ongoing changesin the
criteria distinguishing this syndrome from neighbouring conditions and
the absence of a detailed and distinct clinicat picture prevent a consensus
on its definition and its clinicat use. This situation has resulted in health
professionals being polarized into those who support the existence of
semantic-pragmatic syndrome as a diagnostic entity distinct from autism,
namely speech and language pathologists, and those who perceive this
disorder as a form of autism, namely psychiatrists and psychologists.
Moreover, certain researchers(e.g. Bishop, 1989) have suggested that
the confusion surrounding the status of semantic-pragmatic syndrome
relative to autism may stem from a reference bias that directs patients to
certain professionals rather than others, depending on the severity and the
area of their deficits. Under this hypothesis, children presenting a
symptomatology of mild autistic features with near normal intelligence
and a predominance of communication deficits are referred to speechand
language pathologists (and later considered children with semanticpragmatic syndrome), whereas those more severely afflicted in the social
and behavioural sphere are sent to psychologists or psychiatrists (and
diagnosed with Asperger syndrome or high-functioning autism). As a
result, professionals in a given camp are less knowledgeable of the patient
population less frequenùy referred to them. This situation prevents
recognition of the similarities between autism and semantic-pragmatic
syndrome and adds to the belief that they are twO distinct conditions.
Brook and Bowler (1992) underlined a similar bias when they indicated
that language symptoms may appear predominant in individuals with
semantic-pragmatic syndrome only because of a failure to investigate
symptoms in other areas. ln ailier words, speech and language pathologists believe the problem is primarily a communication impairment
because they do not systematically look for ailier symptoms. Conversely,
psychologists and psychiatrists look for symptoms in the three areas of
impairment (i.e. reciprocal social interaction, communication and imaginative play) but may balk at formulating a diagnosis of autism in the case
of individuals with normal to near normal intelligence.
The use of the semantic-pragmatic diagnosis may also result from tfe
5"
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reluctanceof certain health professionalsto give the heavily connotative
diagnosis of autism to mildly affected young children. A diagnosisof
semantic-pragmaticsyndrome avoids pinning the label of autism on a
child in whom a significant improvement has been observed or is
expected.Improvement in a condition, however, should not be equated
with the absenceof an autistic syndrome, especiallywhen the clinical
symptomsobservedin high-ievei autism normally improve in adulthood
(Pivenet al., 1996).
At the clinicallevel, the inclination of certain health professionalsto
exclude semantic-pragmaticsyndrome from autismhas enormousrepercussionson the nature of the treatmentrecommendedfor thosepatients.
Children currenùy receivinga diagnosisof semantic-pragmaticsyndrome
rather than high-ievei autism may not benefit from the appropriate
explanations and rehabilitation guidelines for their condition. Consequenùy, they are more likely to be channeUedinto classesintended for
children with developmentallanguagedisorders.This misrecognitionalso
bearsconsequencesfor public health care.The exclusionof lessaffected
individuals from the category of autism artificially diminishes the estimated prevalenceof this condition; proper recognition of high-functioning autism and Aspergersyndrome could instead justify increasingthe
servicesoffered to the autistic population.
If the semantic-pragmaticsyndromediagnosisdoesnothing more than
arbitrarily group the verbal communication deficits present in autism
under a separatecategory,what useis therein keepingsucha confounding
diagnosis?Those who favour retention of this syndrome, despite the
existence of a weU-defined diagnostic category (i.e. high-functioning
autism) whose symptoms coincide with those of semantic-pragmatic
syndrome, must provide empirical evidenceto support their case.However, in the clear absenceof a single differential criterion betweenautism
and semantic-pragmaticsyndrome, a systematicclinicat and empirical
researchprocessairned at proving the existenceof the latter separatefrom
autismis inconceivablea priori.

Conclusion
suggest that individuals presenting a clinical picture resembling that of
autism, whether they meet all the criteria for such a diagnosis or not,
should be described in relation to a consensual syndrome. Descriptive and
detailed diagnostic instruments such as the Autism Diagnostic Interview,
Revised (Lord et al., 1993), and the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule (Lord et al., 1989), which are used to measure syrnptoms present
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in this condition, field a more refined characterizationthan doesthe DSM,
especiallyfor individuals at the boundariesof autism. Theseinstruments
can also provide a better description of the clinicat picture for autism,
whether with or without mental deficiency. Describinghandicapsat the
boundariesof autism in this mannerwould facilitate the identification of
possiblesubgroupsof individuals who do not presentenoughsymptoms
to justif y a diagnosis of autism, yet are closerto this categorythan any
other.
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